
Unidentified Unit Deposits 

Unit Deposits 

In the Wing Banker Program, units have the option of either depositing their funds in the bank account 

established by the wing for subordinate unit funds or mailing the checks directly to wing headquarters 

for deposit.  There are normally no problem issues when unit deposits are made by wing.  However, 

most units elect to make their own deposits at a local branch bank and occasionally there are deposits 

that wing finance personnel are not aware of until they appear on the monthly bank statement.  That 

causes a problem for the individual who is tasked with reconciling the bank statement.  The deposit 

must be entered into QuickBooks to complete the bank reconciliation.  If the deposit cannot be 

identified, it is recorded in the Wing Banker Program unit account but not to the correct unit 

subaccount.  In some wings, unidentified unit deposits amount to several thousand dollars.  

CAPR 173-1, para 11r requires units to fax, scan and e-mail or mail deposit instructions to the wing 

advising proper allocation and classification of the transaction along with a copy of the deposit slip to 

wing HQ within 7 days of making the bank deposit.  This ensures that the deposit is recorded into the 

proper unit subaccount and the proper revenue account(s) is(are) credited.  There are consequences if a 

unit does not comply with this requirement and the deposit remains unidentified.  After one year from 

the date of deposit and after making at least three notices to all units of the date and amount of an 

unclaimed deposit, the unclaimed funds will be allocated among all units participating in that bank 

account. 

An important item for wing personnel who do the monthly bank reconciliations to note is that if a unit 

deposit was previously reconciled as an unidentified deposit and later is deposited into the proper unit's 

subaccount, that deposit will unreconcile in QuickBooks.  That will cause the beginning balance on your 

next reconciliation to be off by the amount of the former unclaimed deposit.  That amount must be 

reconciled in the current reconciliation to have your ending cleared balance agree with the bank 

statement. 

Two things will keep unidentified unit deposits from being a problem.  All units must comply with the 

requirement to submit deposit information to wing HQ and all units should be reviewing their monthly 

Wing Banker Program reports sent to them by wing HQ.  A unit must take follow up action if it made a 

deposit during the month and that deposit does not show up on its monthly report from wing HQ. 


